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St Edward’s School is a charitable trust providing day and residential 
placements for boys aged 9-18 years who experience behavioural 
difficulties associated with their Social, Emotional and Mental Health 
(SEMH) needs. These may be complicated by additional learning 
difficulties.
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As we start another academic year with the Acting Head, Jim Fenemore at the helm working closely with our new Head of 
Pastoral Care, Karen Thorne,  I am pleased to inform you that we have appointed a new Headteacher in Mr Graham Maher.  
A very experienced Head from Alton School, Mr Maher is already collaborating with the Senior Management Team and Board 
of Governors to facilitate a smooth transition at Easter 2020. We have no doubt that he will take St Edward’s from strength to 
strength. 

May I extend our thanks to everyone who was able to join us to rejoice in our pupils’ successes at Open Day.  There was a 
clear shift in focus this year away from simply academic achievement, in order to acknowledge and celebrate progress in the 
most holistic way. We were invited to recognise that a pupil at St Edward’s has the potential to become a well-rounded young 
man in every aspect by developing personally, socially and emotionally in order to grow a healthier self-image. Thus, they can 
flourish in an academic sense with the confidence to realise that they are able to succeed generally. 

Particular congratulations to Kieran, who secured this year’s Award for Outstanding Personal Progress.  I think that all in 
attendance will agree that to see a young man who has clearly overcome a deal of anxiety in relation to his learning, brave the 
steps of a stage before an audience of strangers, was not only a very touching moment but an achievement in itself. We wish 
him every success as he continues his placement with us here at St Edward’s. 

The performance of our pupils sitting public examinations was noteworthy, with all our final year pupils securing qualifications 
in their core subjects. Sincere thanks are due to the teachers and support staff who encouraged our candidates every step of 
the way. We hope they can put their new qualifications to good use as they make the transition to young adult life.

I hope your child enjoys a happy year ahead with us.  We will continue to do our best for him.

Michael H Tennant, Chair of Governors

From the Chairman

It would be remiss of me, having mentioned the welcome arrival of a new Head of Pastoral 
Care, not to draw attention to the hugely significant contribution that former Head of Care, 
Phil Watts has made to our school over the course of his nine years in this senior post.  
Having taken well-earned semi-retirement, Phil is able to reflect on a glorious leadership of 
the Care Team, having secured Outstanding Ofsted social care judgements year on year. 
He has proved to be a consummate professional; dedicated and unwavering in his support 
of our pupils. They will now benefit from his renowned counselling skills as he frees himself 
from his management responsibilities, enabling him to provide direct support.  



Each year we design an Enrichment Day; a whole school 
opportunity for our pupils to experience learning outside of 
the classroom through immersive experiences facilitated by 
our staff team and a host of guests. 

This year our focus was the environment. With young role 
models like Greta Thunberg in the media, climate change 
and ways to contribute to a greener planet seemed an 
obvious theme and as predicted the pupils threw 
themselves at the opportunities that were presented to them.

“It was great fun being creative 
with recycled materials, 
especially as it was messy.” 

There were three interactive stations that kept our pupils 
engaged throughout the morning. One activity afforded our 
pupils a tangible way of leaving a legacy at St Edward’s as 
they took to planting some 1000 oak, silver birch and 
hedgerow in the back meadow in our efforts to offset the 
school’s carbon omissions. 

This project is in agreement from Clifton Diocese and the 
Forestry Commission and the trees were provided through 
the Woodland Trust’s fantastic initiative, ‘Free Trees for 
Schools and Communities’.  

We were also generously supported by our fuel supplier 
Wessex Petroleum. Historically, they have always offered to 
help with school developments and once again they didn’t 
disappoint. Their Managing Director, Dave Noel and his 
colleague, Rebecca Riley, were our guests for the morning and 
helped to plant several of the larger oak trees.

“Contributing to sustainability 
for future generations is really 
important.”
Pupils also enjoyed a conservation dome, inflated in the Sports 
Hall, within which a presentation on the environment and the 
effects of climate change was projected with two visiting 
scientists narrating. This was a totally immersive exploration of 
planet Earth and pupils even got wet as they moved through 
the virtual jungle!

Lastly, a local artist engaged pupils in a workshop, making 
personalised ‘tiles’,  decorated using scrap materials and 
finished with a substance called Powertex; a slimy yet 
satisfying experience, which although a challenge for some of 
our pupils with sensory integration needs, was a challenge that 
they overcame with staff support.

Staff, pupils and our guests were in agreement that it was a 
fantastic event and we’re already looking forward to planning 
the next one!
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“The science dome was 
so immersive, you could 
really sense the impact 
of the rainforest.”

The Enrichment Day 
Focus Group



OSCAR 
ROMERO
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St Edward’s Receives the 

Award 

We are proud to announce that St 
Edward’s School has been awarded the 
Participator Level of the Oscar 
Romero Award this term. We are the 
first school in the Diocese of Clifton to 
receive this distinction and are currently 
helping three other Clifton schools with 
their own submissions. 

The Award is named after St Oscar 
Romero, the Archbishop of San 
Salvador who, in 1980, was martyred 
for daring to criticise his government’s 
violent suppression of human rights.

He gave his life for his people. He died a 
martyr to the option for the poor, a 
martyr to the social teaching of the 
Church which he proclaimed and lived 
with absolute courage to his very last 
breath. For us, he is an inspiration. 

He is an example of how we can be the 
change we want to see in the world. At 
St Edward’s we will continue to provide 
opportunities for pupils and staff to 
make a difference in the lives of those 
less fortunate than ourselves.

The Award is given to schools and 
communities who are able to 
successfully demonstrate that the work 
they are doing in and outside of the 
classroom is motivated by the broad 
principles of Catholic Social Teaching. 

In simple terms, that means we are 
seen as a school that lives by certain 
values. We respect human dignity; we 
work in solidarity with partners at home 
and abroad; we work to combat poverty 
and oppression around the world and 
that we are prepared to protect the 
environment and our planetary home. 

All our pupils and staff are working 
together to achieve these targets. We 
are currently financing a tree planting 
project in the area around the Notre 
Dame High School in Uganda, as well 
as funding the creation of three fresh 
water wells; we have, with your help, 
made a great donation of three 
hampers of food to the Trussell Trust; 
we have written letters of solidarity in 
support of political prisoners through 
Amnesty International’s, Write for 
Rights initiative; we are financially 
supporting a group of young people in 
Columbia who are running workshops 
to combat urban violence; and we are 
planting over 1,000 trees in a meadow 
on-site to help combat climate change.

We, all of us, including yourselves, have 
reason to be proud of the work we are 
doing as a community to help friends 
at home and abroad to fight against the 
problems of poverty, discrimination and 
climate change.

Stephen Whelan
Head of RS and History
Diocesan Liaison for Mission, Ethos & Chaplaincy
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2019 Exam 
Achievements
Year 11 

Qualifications were gained in: 

English (Functional Skills). 

Maths (Functional Skills or Entry Level Certificate).

Science (Entry Level Certificate). 

Art and Design (GCSE).

Materials Technology Level 1. 

Hospitality (Btec Level 1) and Sport and Active Leisure 
(Btec Level 1).

Percentage of pupils achieving qualifications in core 
subjects (English, Maths and Science): 100%

Percentage of pupils achieving 5 qualifications: 67%

Year 10 

3 pupils achieved qualifications in Maths 
(Functional Skills or Entry Level Certificate).

1 pupil achieved a qualification in English 

(Functional Skills).

Stephen Whelan
Head of RS and History
Diocesan Liaison for Mission, Ethos & Chaplaincy

AQA Units

Basic Food Hygiene
Internet Safety
Basic Cookery Unit 1 (Bread)
Basic Cooking Skills
Basic Food Preparation
Basic Kitchen Hygiene and Safety (Unit 1)
Cooking a Chinese Dish: Chicken Chow Mein
Cooking Dishes From Around the World
Introduction to Cookery Terminology
Making a Pizza
Preparing Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
Employability Skills: Team Working
Identifying Internal and External Parts and Functions of a 
Computer
Basic First Aid Awareness
Basic First Aid Unit 1
First Aid (Unit 2): Dealing With Severe Bleeding
Introduction to First Aid
Design Technology: Making a Wooden Artefact
Computational Thinking (Unit 1): Understanding Binary
Basic Painting and Decorating Skills
Painting and Decorating (Unit 1): Stencilling
Painting and Decorating: Sanding
Recognising Painting and Decoration Tools
Animal Care With Support
Introduction to Animal Care: Handling Goats
Small Animal Care
Tending Chickens
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CurriculumCurriculum

The Force is Strong -  The Force is Strong -  
Science in The Garden RoomsScience in The Garden Rooms

This term our topic of learning for KS2 and 3 pupils has been ‘Feel The Force’. During our 
Science lessons we have been learning about friction, up thrust, air resistance and lever and pulley 
systems through a series of practical investigations. Some pupils have made their own levers and 
pulleys whilst others investigated up thrust by testing Plasticine boats.  

In our History lessons we visited examples of medieval houses at the Weald and Downland 
Museum - a great way to bring the topic to life! Pupils enjoyed exploring and imagining what life 
may have been like in Medieval England. We have also built model castles and experienced the 
Battle of Hastings through music and drama. 

Andy Gradidge
General Subjects Teacher

“Our pupils 
really shone when 
they re-enacted 
the battle of 
Hastings.”



Thermal Decomposition of 
Metal Carbonates

As part of our chemistry curriculum we 
have been studying chemical reactions. 
Firstly, we needed to identify the variety 
of ways in which reactions occur. With 
this newly acquired skill, we learned to 
understand what changes take place 
within the chemicals.

Our pupils respond well to a hands on, 
practical environment and show great 
skill and maturity when conducting 
experiments with potentially dangerous 
equipment. Fortunately, our bespoke
facilities allow maximum supervision 
and safety which enable our pupils to 
thrive in a practical learning
environment.

Here you can see our year 9 pupils 
thermally decomposing metal 
carbonates to discover how long it took 
for the compounds to decompose. This 
data is recorded, presented and our 
conclusions are then decided.

A busy, focussed and fun experience. 
Well done boys!

Shaun Nicholson
Head of Science

Curriculum
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Flower Dissection 
Our budding botanists blossomed in 
class this week. As part of our Key 
Stage 3 curriculum we have been 
studying the reproduction of flowers. 
We have learned the varying parts of 
flowers and their function.

But nothing can compare to identifying 
all of the new and wonderful parts of 
real plants and getting an up close view 
of them under a microscope. 

Creating samples and using the full 
range of our microscopes made the 
lesson very engaging.
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Autumn Term PSHE 
The focus in PSHE has been Health and Wellbeing and 
all classes have been exploring some elements of this 
topic. Some of our younger pupils have been learning 
about the physical and emotional changes during 
puberty,  discussing risky behaviours and learning some 
basic First Aid.  

The year 9 class has been learning about the impact of 
eating disorders and body image on our physical and 
mental health, whilst our K4 independent living class 
has achieved two AQA Unit Awards in, ‘Exploring Mental 
Health’ and ‘Body Image Awareness’. 

The year 10s have been working specifically towards the 
Emotional Wellbeing unit as part of their AQA Personal 
and Social Education qualification, but have also taken 
part in practical first aid sessions with the year 11s, 
achieving an AQA Unit Award in First Aid (CPR). 

It’s been a busy but very successful term for all classes 
in PSHE and we have been lucky enough to continue to 
benefit from visits from our friends at No Limits to help 
with the curriculum! 

Lottie Howells
PSHE Teacher

Curriculum

Anybody Can Cook! 
Our K4 class has enjoyed a six week course of learning 
new cookery skills on a Tuesday afternoon with Catherine 
from Anybody Can Cook.  They have mastered the skills 
of creaming, rubbing-in, kneading, chopping, slicing, 
grating, frying and baking.  Pupils have prepared and 
cooked a mixture of savoury and sweet dishes; pizza, 
home-made pasta, vegetable chow mein, cheesy jacket 
potato, cheese scones, banana muffins and coconut 
cookies to name but a few! 

The cookery sessions form part of the life-skills course, 
which enables our pupils to practise essential skills for 
independent living.  They have all shown great 
enthusiasm for cookery sessions and also love the tasting 
sessions.

“The tagliatelle and 
vegetable 

pasta sauce 
was delicious.” 

“The coconut cookies 
were my favourite.” 

Margaret Brickell
K4 Teacher 

Curriculum



Boots ‘n’ Cats – Beatboxing comes to St Edward’s

On one day in November 2019, musical artist and all-round multi-media mastermind Ricky Tart visited St Edward’s 
School to deliver a series of exciting workshops about beatboxing.

To musical effect, pupils from the wider school learned to imitate the sounds of drums and cymbals using only their 
voices, mouths, tongues and lips. Pupils also learned to mix samples of their work and operate an electronic looper. 

These workshops empowered pupils of all abilities by allowing them to practise using their voices in unusual ways 
and to step outside their comfort zones by performing in front of their peers.

Thanks to popular demand, Ricky will be back soon to deliver workshops on poetry writing and film-making.

Tom Chatwin
Head of English
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The Big Splash 
2019
The Swimming Gala 2019 was a big hit 
with the pupils who took part in the event. 
A total of 28 thrilling and hard fought races 
were carried out with fantastic 
sportsmanship and commitment from 
each of the pupils.

Every swimming discipline was
represented – front crawl, backstroke, 
breast stroke and butterfly as pupils put all 
their recent training to the test in a 
pulsating sporting event. This year two 
new races were introduced to the event 
which were the noodle race and the float 
race; bringing with them, smiles and 
laughter from the younger pupils.

There were several pupils who claimed 
more than one gold medal, but everyone 
was a winner on the day for having braved 
a competitive environment and as is the 
way at St Edward’s, the last man always 
got the biggest cheer!

The action in the pool was accompanied 
by the vibrant sounds of DJ Tom Hillon at 
poolside. With the atmosphere being 
jubilant around the pool, even the pupils 
who didn’t take part were adding their 
touch to the event. Dotted around the pool 
area were posters that had been created 
by the pupils in their art lessons which 
helped bring colour to the arena.

Staff were over the moon at the attitude 
and positive displays  being demonstrated 
by everyone who took part in this annual 
event.  With the help of staff and the pupils 
who put themselves forward to 
participate, this event is going from 
strength to strength. 

Craig Vigar
Sport Btec Teacher and Event Organiser 
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BACK ON TRACK
with JAMES DUNN

‘British Motocross MX1 
and World Championship 
competitor’
James, a British Motocross MX1 and World Championship 
competitor, took time out of his busy schedule to join eight 
pupils for the weekly off road motorcycling activity. Since 2011 
he has visited the school many times, having previously 
presented at our Enrichment Day. 

With blue skies and the school track in perfect condition the 
pupils were ready for an adrenaline packed day.  Not only did 
James amaze the pupils with his incredible skills and speed on a 
motocross bike, he also spent time sharing his racing 
experiences and offering advice as to how the pupils could 
improve their own riding. He was clearly impressed with the 
pupils’ skills, enthusiasm and with the opportunities they have 
to ride at school.

We would all like to wish James the very best of luck for the 
2020 season and thank him for taking the time to visit. 
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Mike Hurd
ACU Motocross Coach



SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT 
FITNESS SUITE

We are proud to announce that the 
pupils have had access to the 
newly refurbished Fitness Suite over 
the last half term. Our focus was to 
provide a user friendly, child-centred 
environment to encourage 
participation and to help pupils 
establish healthy fitness and 
exercise habits. 

The room has been extended and has 
a new air conditioning system in place 
to bring the temperature down when 
there is a room full of pupils working up 
a sweat. 

The new equipment includes three 
Concept 2 rowing machines, a 
treadmill, state of the art multi-gym, 
power rack with Olympic bars and 
180kg of colour-coded bumper 
plates, upright and recumbent bikes, 
cross-trainer, a rack of hexagonal 
dumbbells, a core stability area and the 
pupils’ favourite, a boxing area 
complete with wraps, gloves, pads, a 
heavy bag and a speed ball. 

The pupils have the use of the facilities 
during PE, Games, BTEC Sport lessons 
and in activity and residential time. 

So far the response from the pupils has 
been brilliant with them asking to go to 
the Fitness Suite during lunch breaks 
and activity sessions. Two keen year 11 
pupils, Ben and Frankie have even been 
disciplined enough to be getting in their 
supervised morning sessions, before 
most of us are even awake!

Katya Hough
Project Leader
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Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy?
Virtual Reality comes to St Edward’s

Here at St Edward’s we have an incentive driven curriculum and this term top points winners were 
rewarded with an exciting new activity as part of our constant drive to freshen up the activity programme. 

Six of our pupils took part in a fully immersive virtual reality experience, right here in school, with all the latest technology 
brought in from our friends at New Forest Activities. The pupils explored a wide variety of virtual experiences which pushed 
them out of their comfort zone, from walking the plank atop a skyscraper, riding a hair-raising rollercoaster or even being their 
favourite web slinging super hero; swinging from building to building, without stepping one foot outside school. 

The activity showed that they were willing to try new experiences; demonstrating trust in each other and confidence in 
themselves. They are all looking forward to the next time we run the activity and the rest of the pupils will be working hard to 
ensure they earn a place.

What adventures await?

Ashraf Sumra
Activity Coordinator

Live Simply Award  Bat Boxes
As part of St Edward’s submission for the Live Simply Award,  the Art, Painting and 
Decorating and Science departments have come together to help the bio-diversity 
around the school, especially in the newly planted woodland. 

The first part in Science was to explore the bat population and species already 
living in the grounds. The vocational departments then made and painted bat 
boxes with special eco-paints. These bat boxes will be located around the old 
stables and their use will be monitored by members of K2/3A and K2/3B classes. 

Several boxes have been sold at the Christmas market to help raise money for the 
school charities. The project will continue throughout the year with bird boxes next 
and then later in the year bug hotels! These three projects should help to 
encourage the wildlife to populate our new woodland with many different animals 
and insects.

Simon PimlettSimon Pimlett
Head of Art and Painting & Decorating Head of Art and Painting & Decorating                  
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Football Tournament Winners!
This term, St Edward’s School was invited to participate in two 
5-a-side football tournaments, the first being a mixed Key Stage 
3 and 4 tournament. Seven pupils were selected to represent the 
school and travelled down to GOALS Portsmouth to take on other 
Hampshire schools. The pupils showed determination, teamwork 
and a fantastic display of sportsmanship to take home the overall 
win at the tournament.

The second tournament proved to be more challenging. Being solely 
a Key Stage 3 tournament, five pupils were selected to represent the 
school and again displayed excellent teamwork, sportsmanship, grit 
and determination. 

They won all of their first three matches and the tournament result 
hinged on the last match. Both teams were evenly matched and with 
St Edward’s losing a player to injury, the pupils were tasked with an 
even bigger challenge facing the opposition with a man down. 

After an exciting and nail-biting encounter, the match ended as a 
5-5 draw. Due to the goals the pupils had scored during the other 
matches, St Edward's had won the tournament.  

As much as we were proud of their achievement and were quick to 
duly celebrate it as a school, it was the manner in which the pupils 
were ambassadors for the school that really made them stand out. 
Their conduct was impeccable and their attitudes towards each 
other and their opponents, even in the face of some challenging 
behaviour from other provisions, was faultless.  

Dan Farr
PE Support Assistant & Rugby Coach
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Our new 
Head of Pastoral CareHead of Pastoral Care
Hi, my name is Karen Thorne and I joined the team at St Edward’s as Head of 
Pastoral Care in September, at the beginning of the academic year. I started 
working with children diagnosed with Special Educational Needs 12 years ago 
at a Primary Residential SEMH setting. 

I moved onto manage children’s homes for Looked After Children, driven by a 
desire to work with young people requiring a more bespoke approach. Those 
12 years were filled with re-training and learning, including safeguarding, 
managing challenging behaviour, Designated Safeguarding Lead,  leading 
others through change, managing performance and developing teams, 
supporting families with multiple and complex needs, working with parents 
and families, Framework for Enhanced Individual Pastoral Support (FEIPS), 
School and Home Integrated Partnership (SHIP), Diploma in Advanced 
Special Educational Studies and culminating in a 1st class honours degree in 
Childhood Studies. 

I have 2 children aged 21 and 14 and a 6 year old black Sprocker Spaniel who 
fill my non-working hours, of which there are few! Evenings and weekends 
you will find me either on the side lines of a football pitch or out in the country, 
walking my dog.
 
I am hugely energised by the opportunity to work alongside this team, the aim 
of continuing to achieve an ‘Outstanding’ Ofsted judgement in social care and 
be part of the whole school’s development. 

I have a strong drive and determination to provide children, their families and 
co-workers with a warm and empathic support network. I am 
passionate about providing an effective and appropriate service to a 
constantly high standard and quality to enable our pupil group to progress 
and reach their full potential.

I look forward to meeting you all in due course. 

Karen Thorne
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                       National Anti-Bullying Week 
                                   Change Starts With Us
This year the theme for National Anti-Bullying Week, 11th to 15th November 2019, was ‘Change Starts With Us’.  Throughout the 
week in November staff worked with pupils, bringing the topic of Anti-Bullying into focus. The week commenced with a whole 
school assembly, introducing pupils to a different perspective on bullying. Staff explained to pupils that bullying does not 
involve just a bully and a target (victim), but there are many other roles that people play in bullying scenarios, including those 
of bystander, assistant, reinforcer and defender. Staff encouraged pupils to think about what they might do differently in the 
future; what changes they could make to their behaviours and responses to bullying. We also embraced the odd socks day on 
the 12th November, celebrating difference.

Throughout the rest of the week, pupils engaged in various activities to build on the knowledge gained in the whole school 
assembly. In ICT, pupils thought about how they can stay safe online and staff raised their awareness of their digital 
footprints. Our K4 class created acrostic poems about ‘Change’, and PSHE lessons involved focused discussions regarding 
how bullying arises from habitual behaviours. Classes K2/3A and K2/3B thought about a simple change of smiling more and 
had Smiling Ambassadors spreading the word across school. In PE, pupils engaged in team building challenges, with a strong 
message on the importance of working together to achieve a goal. In the Coach House, pupils contributed to a 
communal art piece and discussions focused on what makes change difficult and how can it be made easier. Finally, there 
was art teacher, Tom Hillon’s famous whole school art project; a triumph to add to previous years’ masterpieces which adorn 
the walls of our assembly hall!

Louise Bartel
Therapeutic Services Manager

PSHE  

 
They give power to 
the leader. They 
might encourage 

others to come and 
watch the bullying 

happen. 

They join in with the 
bullying however don’t 

lead it.  

“The bully” they will 
start and lead the 

bullying.   
“The victim”  

The outsider 
ignores or doesn’t 
see the bullying 

and doesn’t want to 
get involved.  

They will stand up for 
someone being bullied. They 

feel confident enough to 
defend the victim. They 

could tell an adult at school.   
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Night Sail
There was a big Harvest Moon just starting to wane, the tides were in the right direction and not too strong. What a 
perfect night for a sail.

So it was that four brave and lucky pupils finished their timetabled lessons at lunchtime and set sail for Yarmouth on the Isle of 
Wight from our mooring in Portsmouth Harbour.

There was a light quartering breeze so we hoisted our huge reaching spinnaker and fairly romped along - leaving Ryde, 
Cowes and the Beaulieu River in our wake. 

As we approached Yarmouth we were treated to the most spectacular sunset over Hurst Castle; the sun a golden orb 
quenching into the sea, leaving the sky aglow with red and pink.

Following a delicious meal in a local restaurant, the boys showered and settled down to a few hours of much needed sleep.

Breakfast of sausage baps was served to a bleary-eyed crew at 23.30 and we cast off, with the tide now homeward bound, 
at just after midnight. After a gentle start motor-sailing towards Cowes, the breeze filled in from a more favourable direction, 
enabling Harvey to unfurl the headsail which Ben and Jay set to gain best speed. With Matt steadfast at the helm, the others 
kept a watchful eye, picking out the navigational lights and checking them off against our progress. 

As Cowes came abeam our view was filled with lights of different colours, each one blinking - its individual pattern of flashes 
marking the commercial shipping lanes. We kept to the edges even though there was no traffic.

Towards the eastern end of the Solent, as we were preparing to tack across the main channel, we saw a faint glow on the 
horizon. Our caution paid off because within a few minutes the glow had grown into a huge cruise liner lit up like a Christmas 
tree! No sooner had this leviathan passed us than we saw the glow of another cruise ship which passed us just as 
impressively as the first.  

Our route now being clear we turned for home, eased the sheets and flew towards the Emirates Tower and Portsmouth
Harbour entrance. Once inside the safety of the harbour the wind died away as we threaded our way past the dazzling 
channel markers ‘til we were safely tucked up in Gosport Boatyard.

A few hours of well-earned rest gave way to a bright crisp dawn that made packing away all the easier, finished off with a slap 
up 2nd breakfast ashore!

Mark Holmes
Head of Design Technology 
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